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Jake paul alissa violet these days

Jake Paul left fans in shock by sharing a romantic leap with his ex-girlfriend Alissa Violet after accusing him of mental and emotional abuse. After Jake and Alissa passed back in early 2017, the Team 10 star accused his girlfriend of cheating on him. Now, he is promoting his new song These days with a leap of the pair
leaning in each other, wearing 'Jalissa' merch. Consider our stuff and truly confused. Meanwhile, Jake's wife, Tana Mongeau, revealed that she was taking a social media break and insisting there was zero shadow. 'I think I'm going to break a few days from social. for my brain. Maybe I'll live on IG live tmrw with my t* ts
out and fine. who knows,' she wrote. 'EVERYONE LOVEs everyone in my life &amp; zero shadow to anyone. I just want to take a little time to tell the people I like that I love them. and don't care about comments or tweets or people's opinion of me for the first time in six years. I want a conversation with someone without
thinking about the internet for five minutes.' She added that she wants to be authentic and explain: I don't want to act as I'm happy if I don't want to maintain an image that's not true.. I'd rather clean my head for a sec so you always know when I smile that it's not false. When he insisted no one else was at 'mistake', the
21-year-old said: 'I want to grow. So ima do me for a few days, I encourage you to do the same if you ever feel off or succumb to the pressure of the peak reel. 'love your hookers I'm going to look at the sky or a s*** that do people differently than instagram???' Jake and Alissa began dating in 2016, although things ended
on a less than friendly note, with Jake's brother Logan later appearing to kiss Alissa in a video. Later chatting Shane Dawson, Alissa accused her ex of being mentally and emotionally abusive, saying: I wasn't abused every night when he was at home from work, it wasn't, like physical abuse. There were a few things, like
if we filmed a video and he had to push me into a bush, normally you would just act as you pressed harder — but he would actually push me. He would just do it too hard. Once we got into a fight, he broke my brand new phone. I took his phone to try to break it, run on the stairs. He dragged me down the stairs. He's not
a physical abuser, but spiritual and emotional? 100%.' Making things even more confusing, in recent days Alissa accused her former boyfriend FaZe Banks of cheating on her, with the player hitting back at the pair's 'miserable' relationship. Anyone else loses? Metro.co.uk contacted Answers for Jake for If you have a
celebrity story, video or photos in contact with Metro.co.uk entertainment by emailing celebtips@metro.co.uk, calling us a 020 3615 2145 or by visiting our Submit Stuff page – we would like to hear from you. MORE: KSI's brother Deji gives away boxing gloves with Jake Paul's blood after bikers reached £65,000 MORE:
Jake Paul slams 'buttocks hurt' fans after he presents a 24-hour live stream with ex-girlfriend Erika Costell Mr Beast on October 31. with a reported $1,000,000 giveaway on the cards. Here's what you need to know about the mega broadcast. Jimmy Donaldson, better known as Mr Beast, is no stranger to healthy gifts. In
this year alone, he gave away everything from a $10,000 dollar Taco Bell gift card to a $700,000 island. If that wasn't enough, he also gave away 40 cars to celebrate 40 million subs on YouTube and even gave each of his friends a Tesla to help him achieve safe victories on Rogue Company. Now, in his latest mindblowing giveaway, Mr. Beast kicks off his generosity to the next level and offers a stream in which 24 random people will be chosen to get a chance to compete for one million dollars. If you want to know how to watch it, we've covered you. YouTube: ZHCMr Beast is one of the richest YouTubers in the world, with an
estimated net worth of $18 million. Where can I watch Mr Beast's giveaway? You can give away Mr Beast's one million dollars live on his YouTube channel. However, to make things even easier, you can also watch it in the embedded video below. What time does it start? Mr Beast's $1,000,000 giveaway goes live at 1
PM PT/4 PM ET/9 PM BST on Sunday, October 31st. Read more: Mr Beast reveals his 'life goal' to a League of Legends team There was no official word on what kind of goodies he would give away. However, if his record is anything to go through, you can be sure it will be something good. How can I subscrib? To enter
the competition, all you have to do is in harmony and watch the show. It says you can support the stream by ordering a limited edition live stream t-short or hoodie, which can be found here. However, no purchase is actually necessary, and all live stream chat participants will also be eligible. Whether you recognize Jake
Paul for his mediocre Vineyards (RIP), his short stink on Disney Channel, or for one of his many bad decisions, you are probably well aware of his unshakable affinity for drama. The 22-year-old internet personality is essentially a steady diet of bad decisions and histrionics, and one story we're particularly interested in
right now is what happened between him and his ex-girlfriend, former Team 10 member, Alissa Violet. Article continues under advertisement Dissatisfied with the fact that Jake is taken (he is married to Tana Mongeau!), it seems he might have revived things with Alissa. Nothing is confirmed to it, Really, we can't help but
wonder what happened Jake Paul and Alissa Violet in the first place. Source: YouTubeArticle continues under advertising Jake and Alissa collaborated on a ton of videos, and apparently had great chemistry, although it was never really confirmed that they were dating, according to Seventeen. In 2016 they moved into a
house with five other social media stars, forming a creative cult of sorts, called Team 10.Fans completely shipping Jalissa as a creative romantic duo - they apparently really have a great chemistry on camera, and clear feelings for each other (at some point, at least). But alas, all good things come to an end. Article
continues under advertising Source: GettyIn early 2017, things started going acid: according to Superhub, Jake kicked Alissa out of the team 10 home because Jake was allegedly treating her like s-t. So, fans speculated the two broke up. Finally, the two revealed that their relationship was allegedly toxic, filled with
emotional abuse. However, it is unconfirmed. Article continues under advertising However, there was more than just emotional abuse: later, in a narrative deleted tweet, according to Teen Vogue, Jake Paul revealed that Alissa allegedly cheated on him with... wait for it... his older brother, fellow YouTuber, Logan Paul.
Jake apparently wrote, This time Is not silent... Alissa f-ked my brother... that's why I kicked her out... I just told them the truth. Im did the 'bad guy'. So, yikes. Source: YouTubeArticle continues under advertisingEarlier this month on Dec. 3, Jake took to Instagram to post an intimate photo of him and Alissa Violet on the
verge of closing lips. Both Alissa and Jake have soohed tracksuits of two people, complete with the hashtag #JALISSA. The caption read: What I never had to say... Nowadays December 13th. Odd. Fans aren't sure what to think about the unlikely revived relationship – apparently, Alissa is on the outs with her boyfriend
FaZe, and immediately after the photo of Jake and Alissa surface, Jake's wife, Tana, announced an impromptu social media hiatus. Although she insisted there is no shadow, we can't help but wonder what's going on. Article continues under advertisement Source: InstagramJake and Tana's marriage apparently isn't the
fairytale they hoped it would be. According to E!, Tana recently issued a video titled the truth about everything she dictated on their marriage. She basically said that's not what she hoped for, and it looks much better on social media than it actually is. Tana said she felt like she had lost herself in her relationship with Jake,
and while perhaps — hands down — hands down — one of the most annoying couples out there, we wish them the best. And as for hopefully his love finds. Outside Jake or FaZe. TBH, she deserves better. Once upon a time, Jake Paul and Alissa Violet were one of the power couples on the Internet – or so it seemed.
Throughout their relationship, the pair definitely seem to be as happy as can. They constantly posted super cute photos together, filming tons of videos side by side and constantly walling online about each other — and fans lived for it. That's why when things suddenly got ugly, everyone was pretty shaken. Yes, thing was
perfect between the couple to one day, when Jake seemed to kick Alissa out of the Team 10 home. Afterwards, both stars accused each other of cheating, and Alissa even claimed that Jake had physically and mentally abused her, an allegation he denied. A lot of drama has gone down between them and they can go
down in history as one of the messiest couples ever! If you forgot, we broke down the whole relationship from start to finish for you, so grab some popcorn and tape in because son, it was a wild ride! Browse our gallery for a complete guide to Jake and Alissa's complicated love story. If you or someone you know might be
in an unhealthy relationship, please call 1-866-331-9474, text: loveis to 22522 or visit loveisrespect.org. Love J-14? Make sure you sign up for our YouTube channel for fun, exclusive videos with your favorite stars. 1 of 8 Instagram Alissa explained in a YouTube video that she met Jake the day before graduated from
high school in Ohio when she was 18. She was shopping in the mall and Jake and his brother, Logan Paul, happened there to do an encounter with fans. From then on, they spoke constantly and got to know each other. Eventually, he convinced her to rearing to L.A. and sign with Team 10. I was head over heels for this
kid, I would do anything for him. That's why I signed a contract for five years. I believed in him and he believed in me, she said. 2 of 8 Instagram to the outside world, everything was good and dandy for #Jalissa. But then, in February 2016, things took a bad turn. The whole world was shaken when Alissa took to her
Snapchat to share videos and photos of her well. She claims that Jake kicked her out and that she had nowhere to go. Jake then responded on Twitter, accusing Alissa of cheating on him in a series of now deleted messages. Predicted that's what she would do. Jalissa WAS a reality. The problem is that she cheated on
me. I'm the victim, not for her, he wrote. I think she's supertalent and means well deep down, but I can't have her in my space after she broke my heart. We'll work it out. I think she's super talented &amp; means well deep down, but I can't put her in my space after she broke my heart. We'll work it out❤️ — Jake Paul
(@jakepaul) February 22, 2017 Alissa then sent out her own messages on Twitter and claimed Jake was the one who constantly cheated on her, and she even claimed he had done it right in front. did. Her. How could Jalissa really be if he had girl over every night before me? she tweeted. How can Jalissa really be when
he had girl to girl every night before me? — Alissa Violet (@AlissaViolet) February 21, 2017 You kick me out and tell everyone I cheat... Please tell me how we're still 'friends' after this, she added. lol you kick me out and tell everyone I cheated.. Please tell how we still have friends to this
✌ ️✌ ️ - Alissa Violet

(@AlissaViolet) February 22, 2017 She then shared a long note about the situation, where she claimed Jake was not faithful and that she would cry herself every night to sleep during their relationship. The truth pic.twitter.com/r4S0DmTYXl — Alissa Violet (@AlissaViolet) February 21, 2017 3 of 8 Instagram Jake and his
Team 10 team then decided to release a diss track dedicated to Alissa called It's Everyday Bro. In the song, Jake got caught up, and you know I kick them out if they weren't with the crew/yes, I'm talking about you, you begging' for attention talking s**t on Twitter, also /But you still hit my phone last night, it was 4:52, and I
took the text to prove / And all the recordings too... don't let me tell the truth. Things became even more dramatic when Alissa, along with her friend RiceGum, made a song of her own about the situation. It's called It's Everynight Sis, and she allegedly accused Jake of bullying and cheating on her in the lyrics. Alissa even
honed in the song that she was addicted to Jake's brother, Logan, who later confirmed Nick Crompton's shane Dawson's, The Mind of Jake Paul documentary. A few years later, when the YouTuber stopped by Power 105.1's The Breakfast Club, Jake was asked about how he manipulated to find out his brother was
addicted to Alissa. He said, It was a difficult thing for me to deal with it, but I just had to be the bigger person. I can't allow some random girl I brought into my life, gave her a career, gave her everything — it was a difficult thing for me to do. 4 of 8 Getty Images In June 2017, Alissa posted a tell-all video where she told her
side of the story. In the long-fleet, she explained that after she moved into his house in 2015, Jake would treat her like his girlfriend, but he would bring over different girls all the time he would hook up with. Alissa said she would have to meet these girls and act like everything was good when they were in her mind, they
were a couple - because that's how Jake would make her feel. She said he played extreme thought games with her, and since she had nowhere else to go and he was the driving force behind her career, she stayed and put everything up. He told me he loved one night and then a few days he flew this girl out of Ohio...
and washing up her hook for like a week, she explained. He knew exactly what he was done to me. He would play all these thoughts games. He would literally tell me he loved me one day, then tells me he hates my f-king intestines the next day. [...] I was literally garment. I couldn't even think straight. I would go upstairs
to my bathroom or bedroom and just cry to sleep night after night. Now, as I look back at this whole situation, I really don't know if I loved him. I don't know how I can love a person who treats someone like that. I don't know if I was in love with him, or the idea of him, or what I thought he was. I think I was just addicted to
the pain of wanting someone so incredible. I just liked hurting him — that's how much I care about him. It just wasn't a good situation. Alissa continued to say that the once she decided to savage like him, which we assumed meant she had come to the house a man, as she said earlier in the victim that he would not allow
her to have any guys left, that was when he kicked her out of the house. 5 of 8 Twitter Then Alissa move on with rapper Faze Banks. We thought the drama ended eventually, but when Jake uploaded a video that claimed his assistant Megan was assaulted by the rapper, things got worse. Alissa and Faze denied these
allegations and even had several witnesses to support their allegations that he was innocent. Alissa then opened up about physical abuse, to which she claimed she suffered while dating Jake. Honestly, he assaulted me several times. If we had never agreed on something or something would happen, he would spit on
my face and it happened several times. About two years ago in Arizona, we were filming a video and he had a part where he had to push me like this forest [with] thorns. So he pushed me too hard and shot me all the way in the bush. This scar [on my arm] was of thorns and my whole arm bleeded, he laughed all the
time, I cried. Another time, He took my phone and threw it at the wall, We went into a fight, I ran upstud and he dragged me down the stairs, Alissa said. Jake denied her allegations. Alissa claimed that she even met with other girls who dated Jake in the past, who also said they had similar problems with him. The second
all that [drama] Jake blew up with Jake and I, a bunch of his girlfriends at that time took my side and they all texted me. There are like two or three girls we all sat down and had a conversation and they said, Jake also assaulted me, he would push me to the ground, he spit on them too, he's just very aggressive.' He
would never actually someone out, but the way he plays battles... as I beat the wind out of me so many times, Alissa shared. 6 of 8 Instagram when the thoughts of Paul came out in 2018, Shane sat down with Alissa and talked to her about the whole thing. During the interview she revealed that as much as everyone
liked believing she and Jake were some, they were never officially an item. We never officially dated. What there are so many things out there like Jake Paul's ex-girlfriend and I'm always the ex. It was just hook up and I rushed him for so long and I wanted him to be my boyfriend, Alissa explained to Shane. I was just as
confused and confronted him every day like, 'what are we? It hurts so much and he always brushed it off. We never really determined what we were. We were together, but we weren't. She claims that when Jake sees how well his videos have with her in them, that's when the idea of really hype the concept of Jalissa has
come to be, but she's often confused about the status of their relationship. They were friends, but they were something more, although never officially boyfriend and girlfriend. I've tried for so long to change him, to make him a better person. He just never wanted to change. I've tried for so long, she said. That's why I'm so
annoyed in all of his videos because I don't know what's going on behind the scenes. I don't know if we're together and I'm trying to talk to him about it and he brushes it off and two minutes later, he's like 'hey I need you for a video.' I never knew what we were. She also admitted that she hooked up with Logan to come
back to Jake, and that's something she regrets. 7 of 8 Getty Images And then it was Jake's turn to talk to Shane. He admitted that he never really wanted to talk about the drama with Alissa because he was really hurt by it all. A lot of reason I didn't talk about the situation is to defend my brother and that's why, jake said.
Alissa and I always liked each other. We were always like dating, not really. It was a rocky relationship. I wasn't — at that time — mature enough to know how to be a boyfriend. We would come into arguments and fight and go through ups and downs. Basically, I had a bunch of things that pissed her off and she wanted
to get revenge, I think is the word. It just wasn't me knowing how to treat her. It was just a bad situation, we just drove each other angry. He then explained that Alissa with Logan was the turning point in the relationship. I remember confronting her about [Logan], her justification was that, 'You made me do it.' And I think
it's because then we were on and off for year and half, I would go down and be with other girls and she would go and be with other guys, he continued. [Logan] basically said, 'Oh I didn't think you were actually a thing and that you actually dating.' 8 of 8 GETTY IMAGES Afterwards, we hear anything from the pair for a
long time. That is, until December 2019, when Jake sent the entire internet into a frenzy by posting a photo with Alissa. It turned out, he was promoting a new song he wrote about the relationship, called These days. In a tell-all video posted on December 10, 2019, called The Truth about Alissa Violet, the influencer
decided to break down the lyrics to his new tune, and in doing so he got a lot on the relationship. I made ['Nowadays'] after a missing. It was kind of talking about how a lot of times in the relationship I just got out and previous ones I was in, the girls would always be too much proud, their egos would be too big, he
explained. I tried to always be the one in the relationship that didn't have so great of an ego or so much pride. I'm trying to be the bigger person, but many times in the relationship I've throat-fed. Although the controversial star claimed the song was about a bunch of his previous relationships, some specific lines were
specific about his romance with Alissa. You complain about my distance / We have a flight away / For the night you stay / Get your mind off things / Have a guy back home / So this ain't right, you say, read the lyrics. It's all right with me / But we've now become alone / Blades show you what's on. It basically speaks of a
long-distance relationship I had when I first moved to Los Angeles with a girl I'm sure you all know – Alissa Violet, revealed Jake. This is my ex. It's kind of talking about the scenario because I was in LA and she was in Cleveland. We were just in this long-distance relationship and I was kind of seeing other people, and
she was kind of seeing other people, and she would always be like, 'I want to get out there, you're so far away. I don't get you to see you, this long-distance relationship is difficult.' But I would always like, 'Yo, I can get you a flight.' So sometimes I would get her a flight to come out to see me. At that point, she saw this
other man, I think his name was Jake actually too... Finally we got more serious and she came out to LA, apartment in need and the rest is history. Things seem to finally all things are good between them, but it's definitely a long and rocky road! Path!
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